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SINGULAR FIBERS OF STABLE MAPS OF 3-MANIFOLDS
WITH BOUNDARY INTO SURFACES AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS
OSAMU SAEKI AND TAKAHIRO YAMAMOTO
Abstract. In this paper, we first classify singular fibers of proper C∞ stable
maps of 3-dimensional manifolds with boundary into surfaces. Then, we com-
pute the cohomology groups of the associated universal complex of singular
fibers, and obtain certain cobordism invariants for Morse functions on compact
surfaces with boundary.
1. Introduction
LetM and N be smooth manifolds, whereM may possibly have boundary, while
N has no boundary. For a C∞ map f : M → N and a point q ∈ N , the pre-image
f−1(q) is called the level set of f over q. Throughout this paper, we call the map
germ along the level set
f : (M, f−1(q))→ (N, q)
the fiber over q, adopting the terminology introduced in [7]. Furthermore, if a point
q ∈ N is a regular value of both f and f |∂M , then we call the fiber (or the level set)
over q a regular fiber (resp. a regular level set); otherwise, a singular fiber (resp. a
singular level set).
Some equivalence relations among fibers are defined as follows. Let fi : Mi → Ni,
i = 0, 1, be C∞ maps. For qi ∈ Ni, i = 0, 1, we say that the fibers over q0 and q1
are C∞ equivalent (or C0 equivalent) if for some open neighborhoods Ui of qi in
Ni, there exist diffeomorphisms (resp. homeomorphisms) Φ: f
−1
0 (U0) → f
−1
1 (U1)
and ϕ : U0 → U1 with ϕ(q0) = q1 which make the following diagram commutative:
(f−10 (U0), f
−1
0 (q0))
Φ
−−−−→ (f−11 (U1), f
−1
1 (q1))
f0
y yf1
(U0, q0)
ϕ
−−−−→ (U1, q1).
Denote by C∞(M,N) the set of C∞ maps M → N equipped with the Whitney
C∞ topology. A C∞ map f : M → N is called a C∞ stable map (or a C0 stable
map) if there exists a neighborhood N(f) ⊂ C∞(M,N) of f such that every map
g ∈ N(f) is C∞ right-left equivalent (resp. C0 right-left equivalent) to f [4]. Here,
two maps f and g ∈ C∞(M,N) are C∞ right-left equivalent (or C0 right-left
equivalent) if there exist diffeomorphisms (resp. homeomorphisms) Ψ: M → M
and ψ : N → N such that f ◦Ψ = ψ ◦ g. When we just say that f is a stable map,
it will mean that it is a C∞ stable map.
The notion of singular fibers of C∞ maps between manifolds without boundary
was first introduced in [7], where classifications of singular fibers of stable maps
M → N with (dimM, dimN) = (2, 1), (3, 2) and (4, 3) were obtained. Later,
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singular fibers of stable maps of manifolds without boundary were studied in [7,
8, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18], especially in connection with cobordisms. The first author
[7] established the theory of universal complex of singular fibers of C∞ maps as an
analogy of the Vassiliev complex for map germs [6, 15]. This can be used for getting
certain cobordism invariants of singular maps. For example, the first author [7]
obtained cobordism invariants for stable Morse functions on closed surfaces, and
the second author [18] studied the universal complex of singular fibers of two-colored
C∞ maps, computing its cohomology groups. In these theories, for a certain set of
singular fibers τ , cohomology classes of the universal complexes of singular fibers
of τ -maps provide τ -cobordism invariants for τ -maps.
In this paper, we study singular fibers of proper C∞ stable maps of 3-dimensional
manifolds with boundary into surfaces without boundary. By using such fibers, we
obtain cobordism invariants for stable Morse functions on compact surfaces with
boundary.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we classify fibers of proper C∞ stable
maps of 3-dimensional manifolds with boundary into surfaces without boundary,
with respect to the C∞ equivalence relation. For this we use several known results
on the classification of stable singularities of maps on manifolds with boundary
[5, 14] together with the techniques developed by the first author in [7]. In §3,
we obtain several co-existence formulae of singular fibers of C∞ stable maps of
compact 3-dimensional manifolds with boundary into surfaces without boundary.
These formulae can be obtained by analyzing the adjacencies of the singular fibers.
In §4, we construct the universal complex of singular fibers of proper C∞ stable
maps of 3-dimensional manifolds with boundary into surfaces without boundary.
By carefully computing the cohomology groups of the universal complex, we obtain
certain cobordism invariants for stable Morse functions on compact surfaces with
boundary.
Throughout the paper, all manifolds and maps between them are smooth of class
C∞ unless otherwise stated. For a smooth map f : M → N between manifolds,
we denote by S(f) the set of points in M where the differential of f does not have
maximal rank min{dimM, dimN}. For a space X , idX denotes the identity map
of X . For a (co)cycle c, we denote by [c] the (co)homology class represented by c.
2. Classification of singular fibers
In this section, we classify singular fibers of proper C∞ stable maps of 3-
dimensional manifolds with boundary into surfaces without boundary.
We can prove the following characterization of C∞ stable maps f : M → N by
using standard techniques in singularity theory together with the results on local
normal forms obtained in [5, 14].
Proposition 2.1 (Shibata [14], Martins and Nabarro [5]). Let M be a 3-manifold
possibly with boundary and N a surface without boundary. A proper C∞ map
f : M → N is C∞ stable if and only if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) (Local conditions) In the following, for p ∈ ∂M , we use local coordinates
(x, y, z) around p such that IntM and ∂M correspond to the sets {z > 0}
and {z = 0}, respectively.
(1a) For p ∈ IntM , the germ of f at p is right-left equivalent to one of the
following:
(x, y, z) 7→

(x, y), p: regular point,
(x, y2 + z2), p: definite fold point,
(x, y2 − z2), p: indefinite fold point,
(x, y3 + xy − z2), p: cusp point.
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(1b) For p ∈ ∂M \ S(f), the germ of f at p is right-left equivalent to one
of the following:
(x, y, z) 7→

(x, y), p: regular point of f |∂M ,
(x, y2 + z), p: boundary definite fold point,
(x, y2 − z), p: boundary indefinite fold point,
(x, y3 + xy + z), p: boundary cusp point.
(1c) For p ∈ ∂M ∩ S(f), the germ of f at p is right-left equivalent to the
map germ
(x, y, z) 7→ (x, y2 + xz ± z2).
(2) (Global conditions) For each q ∈ f(S(f)) ∪ f(S(f |∂M )), the multi-germ
(f |S(f)∪S(f |∂M), f
−1(q) ∩ (S(f) ∪ S(f |∂M )))
is right-left equivalent to one of the eight multi-germs whose images are
depicted in Figure 1, where the ordinary curves correspond to f(S(f)) and
the dotted curves to f(S(f |∂M )): (1) and (4) represent immersion mono-
germs (R, 0) ∋ t 7→ (t, 0) ∈ (R2, 0) which correspond to a single fold point
and a single boundary fold point respectively, (3), (6) and (7) represent
normal crossings of two immersion germs, each of which corresponds to
a fold point or a boundary fold point, (2) and (5) represent cusp mono-
germs (R, 0) ∋ t 7→ (t2, t3) ∈ (R2, 0) which correspond to a cusp point
and a boundary cusp point respectively, and (8) represents the restriction
of the mono-germ (1c), corresponding to a single point in ∂M ∩ S(f), to
the singular point set.
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Figure 1. The images of multi-germs of f |S(f)∪S(f |∂M)
Note that if a C∞ map f : M → N is C∞ stable, then so is f |∂M : ∂M → N .
In the following, a point p on the boundary such that the map germ at p is
right-left equivalent to the normal form
(x, y, z) 7→ (x, y2 + xz + z2) or (x, y, z) 7→ (x, y2 + xz − z2)
is called a definite Σ2,01,0 point or an indefinite Σ
2,0
1,0 point, respectively.
Let Mi be smooth manifolds and Ai ⊂ Mi be subsets, i = 0, 1. A continuous
map g : A0 → A1 is said to be smooth if for every q ∈ A0, there exists a smooth map
g˜ : V → M1 defined on a neighborhood V of q ∈ M0 such that g˜|V ∩A0 = g|V ∩A0 .
Furthermore, a smooth map g : A0 → A1 is called a diffeomorphism if it is a
homeomorphism and its inverse is also smooth. When there exists a diffeomorphism
between A0 and A1, we say that they are diffeomorphic.
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Then, by Proposition 2.1, we have the following local descriptions on singular
level sets. In the statement, it may not be necessary to distinguish some of the
cases if only the topology of level sets is concerned; nevertheless, we divide the
cases as below in order to introduce symbols which take corresponding map germs
into account.
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a 3-manifold possibly with boundary, N a surface without
boundary, and f : M → N a proper C∞ stable map. Then, every point p ∈ S(f) ∪
S(f |∂M ) has one of the following neighborhoods in its corresponding singular level
set (see Figures 2 and 3 for reference):
(1) isolated point diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y2 + z2 = 0}, if p ∈ IntM is a
definite fold point,
(2) union of two transverse arcs diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y2− z2 = 0}, if
p ∈ IntM is an indefinite fold point,
(3) cuspidal arc diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y3 − z2 = 0}, if p ∈ IntM is a
cusp point,
(4) isolated point diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y2 + z = 0, z ≥ 0}, if p ∈ ∂M
is a boundary definite fold point,
(5) arc diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y2 − z = 0, z ≥ 0}, if p ∈ ∂M is a
boundary indefinite fold point,
(6) arc diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y3 + z = 0, z ≥ 0}, if p ∈ ∂M is a
boundary cusp point,
(7) isolated point diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y2 + z2 = 0, z ≥ 0}, if p ∈
∂M ∩ S(f) is a definite Σ2,01,0 point,
(8) polygonal line diffeomorphic to {(y, z) ∈ R2 | y2 − z2 = 0, z ≥ 0}, if p ∈
∂M ∩ S(f) is an indefinite Σ2,01,0 point.
PSfrag replacements (1) (2) (3) (4)
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Figure 2. Neighborhoods of singular points in their singular level sets
Remark 2.3. Note that in Figure 2, the black dot (1), the black square (4), and
the black dot surrounded by a square (7) all represent an isolated point; however,
we use distinct symbols in order to distinguish their corresponding map germs. In
the figures, the squares represent points on the boundary; more precisely, they are
points in S(f |∂M ).
In Figure 3, singular level sets that intersect the boundary are depicted, where
the surfaces appearing in the figures correspond to the hypersurface x = 0, the
intersection of the hypersurface with the boundary is depicted by thick curves,
and the associated map germs restricted to the hypersurface correspond to the
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Figure 3. Singular level sets touching the boundary
respective height functions. In fact, for the cases (4) and (5), the relevant map
germs of 3-manifolds into surfaces are right-left equivalent to the suspensions of
the function germs in the sense of Definition 4.2. As to the cases (6), (7) and (8),
the relevant map germs are obtained by using certain “generic deformations” of the
function germs.
For the local nearby level sets, we have the following, which can be proved by
direct calculations using the corresponding normal forms.
Lemma 2.4. Let M be a 3-manifold possibly with boundary, N a surface without
boundary, f : M → N a proper C∞ stable map, and p ∈ S(f)∪S(f |∂M ) a singular
point such that f−1(f(p)) ∩ (S(f) ∪ S(f |∂M )) = {p}. Then, the level sets near p
are as depicted in Figure 4:
(1) p ∈ IntM is a definite fold point,
(2) p ∈ IntM is an indefinite fold point,
(3) p ∈ IntM is a cusp point,
(4) p ∈ ∂M is a boundary definite fold point,
(5) p ∈ ∂M is a boundary indefinite fold point,
(6) p ∈ ∂M is a boundary cusp point,
(7) p ∈ S(f) ∩ ∂M is a definite Σ2,01,0 point,
(8) p ∈ S(f) ∩ ∂M is an indefinite Σ2,01,0 point,
where each of the 0-dimensional objects and the thin 1-dimensional objects rep-
resents a portion of the level set over the corresponding point in the target, each
of the thick curves represents f(S(f)), and each of the dotted curves represents
f(S(f |∂M )) near f(p). Furthermore, the dotted squares represent (transverse) in-
tersections with ∂M .
Definition 2.5. Suppose that we are given a finite number of fibers of smooth
maps, where all the dimensions of the sources and the targets are the same. Then,
their disjoint union is the fiber corresponding to the single map defined on the
disjoint union of the sources, where the target spaces are all identified to a single
small open disk. This definition clearly depends on such identifications; however, in
the following, we can take “generic identifications” in such a way that the resulting
fiber is C∞ stable, and the result is unique up to C∞ equivalence as long as the
above identifications are generic.
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Figure 4. Local degenerations of level sets
Now, by using the method developed in [7], we get the following list of singular
fibers. We omit the proof here.
Proposition 2.6. (i) Each diagram in Figures 5 and 6 uniquely determines the
C∞ equivalence class of fibers in such a way that the diagram represents the corre-
sponding central level set, under the convention described in Remark 2.3.
(ii) Let f : M → N be a proper C∞ stable map of a 3-manifold M with boundary
into a surface N without boundary. Then, every fiber of f is C∞ equivalent to the
disjoint union of one of the fibers in the following list, a finite number of copies of
a fiber of the trivial circle bundle, and a finite number of copies of a fiber of the
trivial I-bundle, where I = [−1, 1]:
(1) fibers as depicted in Figure 5, i.e. b˜0
0
, b˜0
1
, and b˜I
µ
with 2 ≤ µ ≤ 10,
(2) fibers b˜II
µ,ν
with 2 ≤ µ ≤ ν ≤ 10, where b˜II
µ,ν
means the disjoint union of
b˜I
µ
and b˜I
ν
,
(3) fibers as depicted in Figure 6, i.e. b˜II
µ
with 11 ≤ µ ≤ 39, b˜II
a
, b˜II
b
, b˜II
c
,
b˜II
d
, b˜II
e
and b˜II
f
.
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More precisely, two such fibers containing no singular points of the restriction to
the boundary are C∞ equivalent if and only if their corresponding level sets are dif-
feomorphic. Therefore, in the figures, the associated level sets are depicted together
with the information on the corresponding local map germs which are depicted in
accordance with Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4.
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Figure 5. List of the fibers of proper C∞ stable maps of 3-
manifolds with boundary into surfaces without boundary; 1
In Figures 5 and 6, κ denotes the codimension of the set of points in the tar-
get N whose corresponding fibers are C∞ equivalent to the relevant one (see [7]
for details). Furthermore, the symbols b˜0
∗
, b˜I
∗
, and b˜II
∗
mean the names of the
corresponding fibers. Note that we have named the fibers so that each fiber with
connected central level set has its own number or letter, and a fiber with discon-
nected central level set has the name consisting of the numbers of its “connected
components”.
Note that the fibers whose central level sets do not intersect S(f |∂M ) have been
essentially obtained in [8, §6].
We can prove Proposition 2.6 by using the relative version of Ehresmann’s fi-
bration theorem together with Proposition 2.1. See [7, Proof of Theorem 3.5] for
details.
Then, we immediately obtain the following corollary. (For details, see [7, Proof
of Corollary 3.9].)
Corollary 2.7. Two fibers of proper C∞ stable maps of 3-manifolds with bound-
ary into surfaces without boundary are C∞ equivalent if and only if they are C0
equivalent.
Remark 2.8. If the source 3-manifold is orientable, then the singular fibers of types
b˜I
9
, b˜I
10
, b˜II
26
, b˜II
27
, b˜II
28
, b˜II
29
, b˜II
30
, b˜II
31
, b˜II
32
, b˜II
33
, b˜II
34
, b˜II
35
, b˜II
36
,
b˜II
37
, b˜II
38
, and b˜II
39
never appear.
Remark 2.9. Our classification result of singular fibers of stable maps of compact
orientable 3-dimensional manifolds with boundary into surfaces has already been
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Figure 6. List of the fibers of proper C∞ stable maps of 3-
manifolds with boundary into surfaces without boundary; 2
applied in computer science. More precisely, it helps to visualize characteristic
features of certain multi-variate data. For details, see [9, 10].
Remark 2.10. Let V be a surface with boundary and W be the real line R or the
circle S1. A proper C∞ function f : V →W is C∞ stable (i.e. it is a stable Morse
function) if and only if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) (Local conditions) In the following, for p ∈ ∂V , we use local coordinates
(x, y) around p such that IntV and ∂V correspond to the sets {y > 0} and
{y = 0}, respectively.
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(1a) For p ∈ IntV , the germ of f at p is right-left equivalent to one of the
following:
(x, y) 7→
{
x, p: regular point,
x2 ± y2, p: fold point or non-degenerate critical point,
(1b) For p ∈ ∂V , the germ of f at p is right-left equivalent to one of the
following:
(x, y) 7→

x, p: regular point of f |∂V ,
x2 ± y, p: boundary fold point or
non-degenerate critical point of f |∂V .
(2) (Global conditions) f(p1) 6= f(p2) if p1 6= p2 ∈ S(f) ∪ S(f |∂V ).
The list of the C∞ equivalence classes of singular fibers of proper stable Morse
functions on surfaces with boundary can be obtained in a similar fashion. The
result corresponds to those appearing in Figure 5 with κ = 0, 1. In fact, it is not
difficult to show that the suspensions of the fibers of such functions in the sense of
Definition 4.2 coincide with those appearing in the figure. However, in the following,
by abuse of notation, we use the symbols in Figure 5 with κ = 0, 1 for the fibers of
stable Morse functions as well.
3. Co-existence of singular fibers
LetM be a compact 3-dimensional manifold with boundary, N a surface without
boundary, f : M → N a C∞ stable map, and F˜ a C∞ equivalence class of singular
fibers of codimension ≥ 1. Define F˜(f) to be the set of points q ∈ N such that the
fiber over q is C∞ equivalent to the disjoint union of F˜ and some copies of a fiber of
a trivial circle bundle and some copies of a fiber of a trivial I-bundle. Furthermore,
define F˜o(f) (or F˜e(f)) to be the subset of F˜(f) which consists of the points q ∈ N
such that the number of regular fibers, namely the total number of b˜0
0
components
and b˜0
1
components in the fiber, is odd (resp. even). For codimension zero fibers,
by convention, we denote by b˜0o(f) (or b˜0e(f)) the set of points q ∈ N over which
lies a regular fiber consisting of an odd (resp. even) number of components.
If F˜ is of codimension 1, then the closure of F˜o(f) (or F˜e(f)) is a finite graph
embedded in N . Its vertices correspond to points over which lies a singular fiber of
codimension 2.
The handshake lemma of the classical graph theory implies the following formu-
lae. In the following, for a finite set S, |S| denotes its cardinality.
Proposition 3.1. Let f : M → N be a C∞ stable map of a compact 3-manifold
M with boundary into a surface N without boundary. Then, the following numbers
are always even:
(1) |b˜II
2,3
(f)|+ |b˜II
2,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
2,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
2,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
a
e(f)|+ |b˜II
b
e(f)|
+ |b˜II
d
o(f)|,
(2) |b˜II
2,3
(f)|+ |b˜II
2,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
2,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
2,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
a
o(f)|+ |b˜II
b
o(f)|
+ |b˜II
d
e(f)|,
(3) |b˜II
2,3
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
13
e (f)|+ |b˜II
22
o (f)|
+ |b˜II
a
o(f)|,
(4) |b˜II
2,3
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
13
o (f)|+ |b˜II
22
e (f)|
+ |b˜II
a
e(f)|,
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(5) |b˜II
2,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
13
e (f)|+ |b˜II
22
o (f)|
+ |b˜II
23
o (f)|+ |b˜II
24
(f)|+ |b˜II
b
o(f)|+ |b˜II
f
o (f)|,
(6) |b˜II
2,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,4
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
13
o (f)|+ |b˜II
22
e (f)|
+ |b˜II
23
e (f)|+ |b˜II
24
(f)|+ |b˜II
b
e(f)|+ |b˜II
f
e (f)|,
(7) |b˜II
2,5
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,5
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,5
(f)|+ |b˜II
5,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
5,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
15
(f)|
+ |b˜II
23
o (f)|+ |b˜II
25
(f)|+ |b˜II
30
o (f)|+ |b˜II
38
o (f)|+ |b˜II
e
o(f)|,
(8) |b˜II
2,5
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,5
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,5
(f)|+ |b˜II
5,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
5,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
15
(f)|
+ |b˜II
23
e (f)|+ |b˜II
25
(f)|+ |b˜II
30
e (f)|+ |b˜II
38
e (f)|+ |b˜II
e
e(f)|,
(9) |b˜II
2,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
c
e(f)|+ |b˜II
d
o(f)|
+ |b˜II
e
e(f)|+ |b˜II
f
e (f)|,
(10) |b˜II
2,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,6
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
c
o(f)|+ |b˜II
d
e(f)|
+ |b˜II
e
o(f)|+ |b˜II
f
o (f)|,
(11) |b˜II
2,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
7,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
22
(f)|
+ |b˜II
23
e (f)|+ |b˜II
d
o(f)|+ |b˜II
f
o (f)|,
(12) |b˜II
2,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,7
(f)|+ |b˜II
7,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
22
(f)|
+ |b˜II
23
o (f)|+ |b˜II
d
e(f)|+ |b˜II
f
e (f)|,
(13) |b˜II
2,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
23
o (f)|+ |b˜II
24
(f)|
+ |b˜II
c
o(f)|+ |b˜II
e
o(f)|,
(14) |b˜II
2,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,8
(f)|+ |b˜II
23
e (f)|+ |b˜II
24
(f)|
+ |b˜II
c
e(f)|+ |b˜II
e
e(f)|,
(15) |b˜II
2,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
8,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
27
(f)|
+ |b˜II
35
e (f)|+ |b˜II
37
o (f)|,
(16) |b˜II
2,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
8,9
(f)|+ |b˜II
27
(f)|
+ |b˜II
35
o (f)|+ |b˜II
37
e (f)|,
(17) |b˜II
2,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
8,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
30
e (f)|
+ |b˜II
32
(f)|+ |b˜II
33
(f)|+ |b˜II
35
o (f)|+ |b˜II
37
o (f)|+ |b˜II
38
o (f)|+ |b˜II
39
(f)|,
(18) |b˜II
2,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
3,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
4,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
6,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
8,10
(f)|+ |b˜II
30
o (f)|
+ |b˜II
32
(f)|+ |b˜II
33
(f)|+ |b˜II
35
e (f)|+ |b˜II
37
e (f)|+ |b˜II
38
e (f)|+ |b˜II
39
(f)|.
By eliminating the terms of the forms Fo(f) and Fe(f), we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.2. Let f : M → N be a C∞ stable map of a compact 3-manifold M
with boundary into a surface N without boundary. Then, the following numbers are
always even:
(1) |b˜II
a
(f)|+ |b˜II
b
(f)|+ |b˜II
d
(f)|,
(2) |b˜II
13
(f)|+ |b˜II
22
(f)|+ |b˜II
a
(f)|,
(3) |b˜II
13
(f)|+ |b˜II
22
(f)|+ |b˜II
23
(f)|+ |b˜II
b
(f)|+ |b˜II
f
(f)|,
(4) |b˜II
23
(f)|+ |b˜II
30
(f)|+ |b˜II
38
(f)|+ |b˜II
e
(f)|,
(5) |b˜II
c
(f)|+ |b˜II
d
(f)|+ |b˜II
e
(f)|+ |b˜II
f
(f)|,
(6) |b˜II
23
(f)|+ |b˜II
d
(f)|+ |b˜II
f
(f)|,
(7) |b˜II
23
(f)|+ |b˜II
c
(f)|+ |b˜II
e
(f)|,
(8) |b˜II
35
(f)|+ |b˜II
37
(f)|,
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(9) |b˜II
30
(f)|+ |b˜II
35
(f)|+ |b˜II
37
(f)|+ |b˜II
38
(f)|.
Remark 3.3. The numbers in Corollary 3.2 are all even if and only if the following
seven are all even:
(1) |b˜II
a
(f)|+ |b˜II
b
(f)|+ |b˜II
d
(f)|,
(2) |b˜II
13
(f)|+ |b˜II
22
(f)|+ |b˜II
a
(f)|,
(3) |b˜II
23
(f)|+ |b˜II
e
(f)|,
(4) |b˜II
c
(f)|,
(5) |b˜II
d
(f)|+ |b˜II
e
(f)|+ |b˜II
f
(f)|,
(6) |b˜II
35
(f)|+ |b˜II
37
(f)|,
(7) |b˜II
30
(f)|+ |b˜II
38
(f)|.
Remark 3.4. By using the same method, we obtain similar co-existence results for
singular fibers of a stable Morse function f : V → W of a compact surface V with
boundary into W = R or S1:
|b˜I
2
(f)|+ |b˜I
3
(f)|+ |b˜I
4
(f)|+ |b˜I
6
(f)|+ |b˜I
8
(f)| ≡ 0 mod 2,
where we are using the notation for the relevant fibers in the sense of Remark 2.10.
For a stable Morse function f : V → W as above and a C∞ equivalence class
F˜ of singular fibers, denote by F˜o,o(f) (or F˜o,e(f), F˜e,o(f), F˜e,e(f)) the subset
of F˜(f) which consists of the points q ∈ W such that the numbers of fibers of
types b˜0
0
and b˜0
1
are both odd (resp. odd and even, even and odd, or both even).
Then, by applying the same method to the graph obtained as the closure of F˜∗,⋆(f)
(∗, ⋆ = o or e), we obtain the following.
Lemma 3.5. Let f : V → W be a stable Morse function on a compact surface V
with boundary into W = R or S1. Then, the following numbers are always even:
(1) |b˜I
2
(f)|+ |b˜I
3
(f)|+ |b˜I
4
(f)|+ |b˜I
7
(f)|,
(2) |b˜I
6
(f)|+ |b˜I
7
(f)|+ |b˜I
8
(f)|.
4. Universal complex
In this section we review the theory of universal complex of singular fibers and
then study the universal complex for stable maps of manifolds with boundary. As
to the general theory of universal complex of singular fibers, refer to [7, Chaps. 7
and 8].
Throughout this section, for a C∞ map M → N , we assume that M is an m-
dimensional manifold which is not necessarily closed, and thatN is an n-dimensional
manifold without boundary.
In what follows, a codimension of a smooth map f : M → N refers to the
difference dimN − dimM ∈ Z. To construct the universal complex of singular
fibers of C∞ maps, we fix an integer ℓ ∈ Z for the codimension of the maps, and
consider the following:
(1) a set τ of fibers of proper Thom maps1 of codimension ℓ, and
(2) an equivalence relation ρ among the fibers in τ .
We further assume that the set τ and the relation ρ satisfy the following conditions.
1 A Thom map M → N is a C∞ stratified map with respect to Whitney regular stratifications
ofM and N such that it is a submersion on each stratum and satisfies certain regularity conditions.
See [1, §2], [2, §2.5], [3], [7, Part I, §1], etc. for more details.
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(a) The set τ is closed under adjacency relation. That is, if a fiber is in τ , then
so are all nearby fibers.
(b) The relation ρ is weaker than the C0 equivalence: each ρ-class is a union
of C0 equivalence classes.
(c) Let fi : Mi → Ni be proper Thom maps and qi ∈ Ni, i = 0, 1. Suppose that
the fibers over q0 and q1 are in τ and that they are equivalent with respect
to ρ. Then, there exist open neighborhoods Ui of qi in Ni, i = 0, 1, and a
homeomorphism ϕ : U0 → U1 satisfying ϕ(q0) = q1 and ϕ(U0 ∩ F(f0)) =
U1 ∩ F(f1), for each ρ-class F , where for a proper Thom map f : M → N
of codimension ℓ, we set
F(f) = {q ∈ N | the fiber of f over q belongs to the class F}.
In particular, the above conditions imply that for each proper Thom map f : M →
N and each ρ-class F , F(f) is a C0 submanifold of constant codimension unless
it is not empty. The codimension of F is defined to be that of F(f) in N , and is
denoted by κ(F).
We call a proper Thom map f : M → N a τ-map if all of its fibers are in τ .
For each κ ∈ Z, let Cκ(τ, ρ) be the formal Z2-vector space spanned by the ρ-
classes of codimension κ in τ . If there are no such fibers, then set Cκ(τ, ρ) = 0.
Note that Cκ(τ, ρ) may possibly be of infinite dimension in general.
Define the Z2-linear map δκ : C
κ(τ, ρ)→ Cκ+1(τ, ρ) by
δκ(F) =
∑
κ(G)=κ+1
nF(G)G,
where nF (G) ∈ Z2 is the number modulo two of the local components of F(f) which
are locally adjacent to a component of G(f) for a τ -map f satisfying G(f) 6= ∅ (for
details, see [7]). Note that the coefficient nF (G) ∈ Z2 is well-defined by condition
(c) for ρ.
Since we see easily that δκ+1 ◦ δκ = 0 holds, we obtain the cochain complex
C(τ, ρ) = (Cκ(τ, ρ), δκ)κ.
We call the resulting cochain complex the universal complex of singular fibers for
proper τ-maps with respect to the equivalence relation ρ, and denote its cohomology
group of dimension κ by Hκ(τ, ρ).
Let
c =
∑
κ(F)=κ
nF F , nF ∈ Z2,
be a κ-dimensional cochain of C(τ, ρ). For a τ -map f : M → N , denote by c(f) the
closure of the set of points q ∈ N such that the fiber over q is in F with nF 6= 0.
If c is a cocycle, then we can show that c(f) is a Z2-cycle of closed support of
codimension κ in N . In addition, ifM is compact and κ > 0, then c(f) is a Z2-cycle
in the usual sense.
Lemma 4.1. Let c and c′ be κ-dimensional cocycles of C(τ, ρ). If they are cohomol-
ogous, then the Z2-cycles c(f) and c
′(f) are Z2-homologous in N for each τ-map
f : M → N .
Proof. There exists a (κ − 1)-dimensional cochain d of C(τ, ρ) such that c − c′ =
δκ−1d. Then, we see easily that c(f)− c
′(f) = ∂d(f) holds, and the result follows
immediately. 
Let [c] be the κ-dimensional cohomology class of C(τ, ρ) represented by a cochain
c. For a τ -map f : M → N , define [c(f)] ∈ Hcn−κ(N ;Z2) to be the Z2-homology
class represented by the Z2-cycle c(f) of closed support, where H
c
∗ denotes the
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Borel–Moore homology or the homology with closed support. This is well-defined
by virtue of Lemma 4.1.
Define the Z2-linear map
ϕf : H
κ(τ, ρ)→ Hκ(N ;Z2)
by ϕf ([c]) = [c(f)]
∗, where [c(f)]∗ ∈ Hκ(N ;Z2) is the Poincare´ dual of [c(f)] ∈
Hcn−κ(N ;Z2).
The suspension of a Thom map is introduced as follows.
Definition 4.2. For a proper Thom map f : M → N , consider the proper Thom
map
f × idR : M × R→ N × R.
Note that S(f × idR) = S(f)×R and (f × idR)(S(f)×R) = f(S(f))×R. We call
f × idR and the fiber of f × idR over a point (q, 0) ∈ N ×R the suspension of f and
the suspension of the fiber of f over q ∈ N , respectively.
Let τ be a set of fibers for proper Thom maps of codimension ℓ. For a dimension
pair (m,n) with n−m = ℓ, let τ(m,n) denote the set of fibers in τ for proper Thom
maps of manifolds of dimension m into those of dimension n. The equivalence
relation on τ(m,n) induced by ρ is denoted by ρm,n.
In the following, in addition to conditions (a)–(c) above, we assume the following
two additional conditions.
(d) The suspension of each fiber in τ(m,n) is also in τ(m+ 1, n+ 1).
(e) If two fibers in τ(m,n) are equivalent with respect to ρm,n, then their
suspensions are also equivalent with respect to ρm+1,n+1.
For each κ ∈ Z, the suspension induces the Z2-linear map
sκ : C
κ(τ(m + 1, n+ 1), ρm+1,n+1)→ C
κ(τ(m,n), ρm,n),
where sκ(F) is the (possibly infinite) sum of all ρm,n-classes of codimension κ whose
suspensions are in F . Note that sκ is well-defined.
Lemma 4.3. The system of Z2-linear maps {sκ} defines the cochain map
{sκ} : C(τ(m+ 1, n+ 1), ρm+1,n+1)→ C(τ(m,n), ρm,n).
We omit the proof of the above lemma. For details, see [7].
Let us now introduce a geometric equivalence relation for τ -maps.
Definition 4.4. Two τ -maps fi : Mi → N , i = 0, 1, of compact manifolds with
boundary into a manifold without boundary are τ-cobordant if there exist a compact
manifold X with corners and a smooth map F : X → N × [0, 1] that satisfy the
following conditions:
(1) ∂X = M0 ∪ Q ∪ M1, where M0, M1 and Q are codimension 0 smooth
submanifolds of ∂X , M0 ∩M1 = ∅, and ∂Q = (M0 ∩Q) ∪ (M1 ∩Q),
(2) X has corners along ∂Q,
(3) F |M0×[0,ε) = f0× id[0,ε) and F |M1×(1−ε,1] = f1× id(1−ε,1], whereM0× [0, ε)
and M1 × (1 − ε, 1] denote the collar neighborhoods (with corners) of M0
and M1 in X , respectively,
(4) F−1(N ×{i}) = Ni, i = 0, 1, and, the restriction F |X\(M0∪M1) : X \ (M0 ∪
M1)→ N × (0, 1) is a τ -map.
In this case, we call the map F a τ-cobordism between f0 and f1.
Note that the τ -cobordism relation is an equivalence relation among the τ -maps
into a fixed manifold N . For a manifold N , we denote by Cobτ (N) the set of
all equivalence classes of τ -maps of compact manifolds into N with respect to the
τ -cobordism.
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Proposition 4.5. If two τ-maps fi : Mi → N of compact manifolds into N , i =
0, 1, are τ-cobordant, then for each κ we have
ϕf0 |Im sκ∗ = ϕf1 |Im sκ∗ : Im sκ∗ → H
κ(N ;Z2),
where sκ∗ : H
κ(τ(m+1, n+1), ρm+1,n+1)→ Hκ(τ(m,n), ρm,n) denotes the homo-
morphism induced by the suspension.
Proof. Let F : X → N × [0, 1] be a τ -cobordism between f0 and f1. For each
κ-dimensional cocycle c =
∑
κ(F)=κ nFF of C(τ(m + 1, n+ 1), ρm+1,n+1), put c =
sκ(c) ∈ Cκ(τ(m,n), ρm,n). Then, we have
∂c(F ) = c(f1)× {1} − c(f0)× {0},
since c is a cocycle, where c(F ) denotes the closure in N × [0, 1] of the set of points
(q, t) ∈ N × (0, 1) such that the fiber over (q, t) is in F with nF 6= 0. Then the
result follows immediately. 
Thus, for each cohomology class [c] ∈ Hκ(τ(m + 1, n + 1), ρm+1,n+1) and an
n-dimensional manifold N without boundary, we obtain the map
I[c] : Cobτ (N)→ H
κ(N ;Z2)
defined by I[c](f) = ϕf (sκ∗[c]), which does not depend on the choice of a represen-
tative f of a given τ -cobordism class. Namely, each element in
Hκ(τ(m+ 1, n+ 1), ρm+1,n+1)
induces a τ -cobordism invariant for τ -maps into an n-dimensional manifold N .
4.1. Universal complex for stable maps of n-dimensional manifolds with
boundary into (n − 1)-dimensional manifolds. For a positive integer n, let
bSpr(n, n−1) be the set of fibers for proper C
0 stable Thom maps of n-dimensional
manifolds with boundary into (n−1)-dimensional manifolds without boundary. We
put
bSpr =
∞⋃
n=1
bSpr(n, n− 1).
Remark 4.6. If the dimension pair (n, n − 1) is in the nice range, then C0 stable
maps are C∞ stable (for example, see [2]), and consequently they are Thom maps.
For example, this is the case if n ≤ 8.
Furthermore, let ρn,n−1(2) be the C
0 equivalence relation modulo two regular
fibers for fibers in bSpr(n, n − 1): i.e., two fibers in bSpr(n, n − 1) are ρn,n−1(2)-
equivalent if they become C0-equivalent after we add some regular fibers to each of
them with the numbers of added components having the same parity. Note that,
under this equivalence, for n = 2, 3, we do not distinguish the fibers of types b˜0
0
with b˜0
1
. Therefore, in the following, we denote both of them by b˜0.
We denote by ρ(2) the equivalence relation on bSpr induced by ρn,n−1(2), n ≥ 1.
Note that the set bSpr and the equivalence relation ρ(2) satisfy conditions (a)–(e)
described above.
For a C0 equivalence class F˜ of singular fibers, denote by F˜o (or F˜e) the equiv-
alence class with respect to ρn,n−1(2) which consists of singular fibers of type F˜
with an odd number (resp. even number) of regular fiber components. For n = 2, 3,
we denote by b˜0o and b˜0e the equivalence class with respect to ρn,n−1(2) which
consist exclusively of an odd (resp. even) number of regular fiber components.
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Then, for the universal complex C(bSpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)), the coboundary homo-
morphism is given by the following formulae, which are obtained with the help of
Lemma 2.4:
δ0(b˜0o) = δ0(b˜0e) = b˜I
2
+ b˜I
3
+ b˜I
4
+ b˜I
6
+ b˜I
8
,
δ1(b˜I
2
o) = b˜II
2,3
+ b˜II
2,4
+ b˜II
2,6
+ b˜II
2,8
+ b˜II
a
e + b˜II
b
e + b˜II
d
o,
δ1(b˜I
2
e) = b˜II
2,3
+ b˜II
2,4
+ b˜II
2,6
+ b˜II
2,8
+ b˜II
a
o + b˜II
b
o + b˜II
d
e ,
δ1(b˜I
3
o) = b˜II
2,3
+ b˜II
3,4
+ b˜II
3,6
+ b˜II
3,8
+ b˜II
13
e + b˜II
22
o + b˜II
a
o ,
δ1(b˜I
3
e) = b˜II
2,3
+ b˜II
3,4
+ b˜II
3,6
+ b˜II
3,8
+ b˜II
13
o + b˜II
22
e + b˜II
a
e ,
δ1(b˜I
4
o) = b˜II
2,4
+ b˜II
3,4
+ b˜II
4,6
+ b˜II
4,8
+ b˜II
13
e + b˜II
22
o + b˜II
23
o + b˜II
24
+b˜II
b
o + b˜II
f
o ,
δ1(b˜I
4
e) = b˜II
2,4
+ b˜II
3,4
+ b˜II
4,6
+ b˜II
4,8
+ b˜II
13
o + b˜II
22
e + b˜II
23
e + b˜II
24
+b˜II
b
e + b˜II
f
e ,
δ1(b˜I
5
o) = b˜II
2,5
+ b˜II
3,5
+ b˜II
4,5
+ b˜II
5,6
+ b˜II
5,8
+ b˜II
15
+ b˜II
23
o + b˜II
25
+b˜II
30
o + b˜II
38
o + b˜II
e
o,
δ1(b˜I
5
e) = b˜II
2,5
+ b˜II
3,5
+ b˜II
4,5
+ b˜II
5,6
+ b˜II
5,8
+ b˜II
15
+ b˜II
23
e + b˜II
25
+b˜II
30
e + b˜II
38
e + b˜II
e
e,
δ1(b˜I
6
o) = b˜II
2,6
+ b˜II
3,6
+ b˜II
4,6
+ b˜II
6,8
+ b˜II
c
e + b˜II
d
o + b˜II
e
e + b˜II
f
e ,
δ1(b˜I
6
e) = b˜II
2,6
+ b˜II
3,6
+ b˜II
4,6
+ b˜II
6,8
+ b˜II
c
o + b˜II
d
e + b˜II
e
o + b˜II
f
o ,
δ1(b˜I
7
o) = b˜II
2,7
+ b˜II
3,7
+ b˜II
4,7
+ b˜II
6,7
+ b˜II
7,8
+ b˜II
22
+ b˜II
23
e + b˜II
d
o
+b˜II
f
o ,
δ1(b˜I
7
e) = b˜II
2,7
+ b˜II
3,7
+ b˜II
4,7
+ b˜II
6,7
+ b˜II
7,8
+ b˜II
22
+ b˜II
23
o + b˜II
d
e
+b˜II
f
e ,
δ1(b˜I
8
o) = b˜II
2,8
+ b˜II
3,8
+ b˜II
4,8
+ b˜II
6,8
+ b˜II
23
o + b˜II
24
+ b˜II
c
o + b˜II
e
o,
δ1(b˜I
8
e) = b˜II
2,8
+ b˜II
3,8
+ b˜II
4,8
+ b˜II
6,8
+ b˜II
23
e + b˜II
24
+ b˜II
c
e + b˜II
e
e,
δ1(b˜I
9
o) = b˜II
2,9
+ b˜II
3,9
+ b˜II
4,9
+ b˜II
6,9
+ b˜II
8,9
+ b˜II
27
+ b˜II
35
e + b˜II
37
o ,
δ1(b˜I
9
e) = b˜II
2,9
+ b˜II
3,9
+ b˜II
4,9
+ b˜II
6,9
+ b˜II
8,9
+ b˜II
27
+ b˜II
35
o + b˜II
37
e ,
δ1(b˜I
10
o ) = b˜II
2,10
+ b˜II
3,10
+ b˜II
4,10
+ b˜II
6,10
+ b˜II
8,10
+ b˜II
30
e + b˜II
32
+b˜II
33
+ b˜II
35
o + b˜II
37
o + b˜II
38
o + b˜II
39
,
δ1(b˜I
10
e ) = b˜II
2,10
+ b˜II
3,10
+ b˜II
4,10
+ b˜II
6,10
+ b˜II
8,10
+ b˜II
30
o + b˜II
32
+b˜II
33
+ b˜II
35
e + b˜II
37
e + b˜II
38
e + b˜II
39
,
where F˜ denotes F˜o + F˜e.
Then, by a straightforward calculation, we obtain the following.
Proposition 4.7. The cohomology groups of C(bSpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)) are described as
follows:
(1) H0(bSpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)) ∼= Z2, generated by [b˜0o + b˜0e],
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(2) H1(bSpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2, generated by
β = [b˜I
6
+ b˜I
7
+ b˜I
8
] = [b˜I
2
+ b˜I
3
+ b˜I
4
+ b˜I
7
],
γ = [b˜I
2
o + b˜I
3
e + b˜I
4
e + b˜I
6
o + b˜I
8
e] = [b˜I
2
e + b˜I
3
o + b˜I
4
o + b˜I
6
e + b˜I
8
o].
Note that the ranks of Ci(bSpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)), i = 0, 1, 2, are equal to 2, 18 and
160, respectively.
Let
sκ∗ : H
κ(bSpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2))→ H
κ(bSpr(2, 1), ρ2,1(2))
be the homomorphism induced by suspension sκ. Note that sκ(F∗) = F∗ for
κ = 0, 1 and for each ρ3,2(2)-class F∗ of codimension κ (see Remark 2.10). Note
also that sκ = 0 for κ = 2. Then, Lemma 3.5 shows that s1∗β induces a trivial bSpr-
cobordism invariant for stable Morse functions f : V →W on compact surfaces V
with boundary into W = R or S1. Furthermore, by using the same method as
in [7, Lemma 14.1], we can show that s1∗γ also induces a trivial bSpr-cobordism
invariant. Therefore, unfortunately, the above cohomology information does not
provide us of a new cobordism invariant.
Let us now consider a certain restricted class of stable maps. For a positive
integer n, letASpr(n, n−1) be the set of fibers for proper admissible C0 stable Thom
maps of n-dimensional manifolds with boundary into (n−1)-dimensional manifolds
without boundary, where a C0 stable map f : M → N of an n-dimensional manifold
with boundary into an (n−1)-dimensional manifold without boundary is admissible
if it is a submersion on a neighborhood of ∂M . In other words, for a stable map
f : M → N of a 3-dimensional manifold with boundary into a surface without
boundary such a map can be characterized as a stable map without definite Σ2,01,0
points nor indefinite Σ2,01,0 points. Note that stable Morse functions on compact
surfaces and their suspensions are always admissible.
Furthermore, set
ASpr =
∞⋃
n=1
ASpr(n, n− 1).
Note that the above set together with the equivalence relation induced by ρ(2),
which we still denote by ρ(2) by abuse of notation, satisfy conditions (a)–(e) men-
tioned before.
Then, a straightforward calculation shows the following.
Proposition 4.8. The cohomology groups of the universal complex
C(ASpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2))
for admissible stable maps of 3-manifolds with boundary to surfaces without bound-
ary with respect to the C0 equivalence modulo two regular fiber components are
described as follows:
(1) H0(ASpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)) ∼= Z2, generated by [b˜0o + b˜0e],
(2) H1(ASpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)) ∼= Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2, generated by
α = [b˜I
2
+ b˜I
3
+ b˜I
4
+ b˜I
5
+ b˜I
9
+ b˜I
10
],
β = [b˜I
2
+ b˜I
3
+ b˜I
4
+ b˜I
7
] = [b˜I
6
+ b˜I
7
+ b˜I
8
],
γ = [b˜I
2
o + b˜I
3
e + b˜I
4
e + b˜I
6
o + b˜I
8
e] = [b˜I
2
e + b˜I
3
o + b˜I
4
o + b˜I
6
e + b˜I
8
o].
Note that the ranks of Ci(ASpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2)), i = 0, 1, 2, are equal to 2, 18 and
154, respectively.
Let
sκ∗ : H
κ(ASpr(3, 2), ρ3,2(2))→ H
κ(ASpr(2, 1), ρ2,1(2))
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Figure 7. A stable Morse function on the disk
be the homomorphism induced by suspension sκ. Then, we obtain the following
cobordism invariants.
Corollary 4.9. Let W be the real line R or the circle S1.
(1) The cohomology class s1∗α induces a non-trivial ASpr-cobordism invariant
for stable Morse functions f : V → W on compact surfaces V with boundary into
W .
(2) The cohomology classes s1∗β and s1∗γ induce trivial ASpr-cobordism invari-
ants for stable Morse functions f : V → W of compact surfaces V with boundary
into W .
Proof. A stable Morse function f : D2 → R given by the height function as depicted
in Figure 7 shows that the cobordism invariant s1∗α is non-trivial, whereD
2 denotes
the 2-dimensional disk. The same construction works also for W = S1.
On the other hand, Remark 3.5 shows that the invariant associated with s1∗β is
trivial. The triviality of the invariant associated with s1∗γ is proved by using the
same argument as in [7, Lemma 14.1], so we omit the details here. 
Remark 4.10. The above corollary shows that even if we take a non-trivial coho-
mology class of the universal complex, the corresponding cohomology class in the
target manifold can be always trivial.
Remark 4.11. We can also consider co-orientable singular fibers in the sense of [7,
Definition 10.5] and calculate the 1st cohomology group of the universal complex
of co-orientable fibers for proper admissible stable maps of 3-dimensional manifolds
with boundary into surfaces without boundary with respect to the C0 equivalence
modulo two regular fibers. Unfortunately, the cobordism invariants that we get are
all trivial, so we omit the details here (for details, see [13]).
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